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Abstract 
 

The advent of virtualization technologies has evolved the IT infrastructure and 
organizations are migrating to virtual platforms. Virtualization is also the foundation for 
cloud platform services. Virtualization is known to provide more security into the 
infrastructure apart from agility and flexibility. However security aspects of virtualization 
are often overlooked. Various attacks to the virtualization hypervisor and its administration 
component are desirable for adversaries. The threats to virtualization must be rigorously 
scrutinized to realize common breaches and knowing what is more attractive for attackers. 
In this thesis a current state of perimeter and operational threats along with taxonomy of 
virtualization security threats is provided. The common attacks based on vulnerability 
database are investigated. A distribution of the virtualization software vulnerabilities, 
mapped to the taxonomy is visualized. The famous industry best practices and standards 
are introduced and key features of each one are presented for safeguarding the 
virtualization environments. A discussion of other possible approaches to investigate the 
severity of threats based on automatic systems is presented.  
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays virtualization is seen in almost everywhere in Information Technology. It makes IT 
services delivery much easier and more cost efficient. Technology managers incline to 
virtualize servers than using traditional IT infrastructure. However security of virtualization is 
often unseen. This bachelor thesis is about virtualization security challenges to provide the 
current status of virtualization security threats. The goal is to gather information on known 
security threats based on academic and industry research. The common security problems of 
virtualization technologies are given including the recent best practices that were discovered 
during the study. 
 

1.1. Background 
Virtualization is the method of creating abstract computing resources from the physical 
hardware to provide for several virtual machines [1]. 

In the traditional IT infrastructure, the hardware resource capacity is not well utilized when 
a single operating system and a service/application are performing on a single server. 
Therefore virtualization platforms were made to enhance the hardware usage by sharing and 
scheduling the resources among several Virtual Machines (VMs) on a single server.  

Many virtualization consumers believe that virtualization provides isolation between the 
application and services, and increases security by adding extra supervising layers and 
architecture complexity in the IT infrastructure. It reduces costs, improves flexibility, agility 
and increases the availability of resources. However as this report will clarify these 
improvements can also cause many security breaches. 

Financial and educational institutions, the healthcare sector, governmental organizations 
and SMBs get a lot of benefits from using virtualization technologies.  For example using 
virtualization, server administrators can setup servers very quickly using virtual machine 
templates. Also upgrading hardware does not require server OS reinstallation, only the 
hypervisor has to be changed. After migrating to server virtualization, business data, financial 
information, intellectual properties and organizational secrets are few examples of data stored 
or transmitted on virtual infrastructure. Since virtualization is now the center of attention for 
IT enhancements, attackers have also started to adjust to this trend shift. This brings new 
security challenges that did not exist in the traditional physical systems that must be 
addressed. The study of virtualization security is important because it is the prevailing 
problem of datacenters and IT infrastructure nowadays. 

 

1.2. Problem description 
In a virtually adopted IT infrastructure the core production of business is on virtual machines 
hosted on public/private or third party virtual environments.  

The problem is that, it is not only the virtual machine that has to be protected. Due to new 
layers introduced by the virtualization platform, security cannot only be accomplished from 
inside the virtual machine like with the traditional single tasked servers. Furthermore network 
complexity and merging the new virtualized network layers, makes the security controls more 
complicated. Lack of visibility of network traffic traversing the virtual and physical 
infrastructure and shared hardware resources are new problems in security policies and 
technical administration that must be investigated. 

The storage capacities were mainly in the form of SAN (Storage Area Network) storage 
technologies in the past. However, virtualization technologies have also evolved storage 
technologies [1] as well with the advent of SAN file system for “block virtualization”. Virtual 
machines are now stored and migrated in storage pools and they require fast and secure access 
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at any time. Several database instances are now running in parallel on a host, storage capacity 
must be take into account correctly on storage pools with appropriate access and security 
controls. In a corporate network, end users previously had workstations that now are replaced 
by Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI). Network communications that used to be on 
physical devices are now defined by software abstractions. Security risk pertaining to 
vulnerabilities of virtualization software demands deeper understanding of threats on critical 
components of virtualization. 

The new horizon of threats because of virtualization architecture requires knowledge of the 
architecture and the threat domain. In other words, traditional security systems are ineffective 
for the new virtualized environments. For example recent researches on cross-vm attacks [2], 
network traffic analysis [3] and more significantly new variants of Denial of Services show 
that we can expect more complex emerging attacks in the future even though some attack 
settings are still hard to accomplish today. 

The increasing use of cloud platforms is exclusively relying on virtualization technologies. 
Lack of technical knowledge about the infrastructure together with inappropriate 
configuration on virtualization services can result in the infiltration of supposedly isolated 
virtual machines. Monitoring the computing resources and networking systems in a virtual 
environment leads to more complex and unseen problems. These shortages influence the 
confidentiality, integrity and availability of the virtualization systems.  

There is no specific classification that concentrates on all aspects of virtualization security 
threats; a solid classification that can categorize software, hardware, management and all 
aspects of security issues in virtualized environments. System administrators and 
virtualization consumers do not have complete awareness about all potential or known 
security problems. 

 According to my preliminary research and industry review, there is no classification of all 
virtualization threats. Also severity of these threats are variable in time and there is no unified 
tangible visualization (for a better understanding) to show this changes based on the 
classification. A visual illustration of virtualization risk severity that is built on the 
categorized threats is a necessary knowledge for security researchers and virtualization 
developers. Likewise there is no threat trend graphical demonstration that visualizes the recent 
trends of threats. The trend visualization can help security response teams to concentrate on 
safeguarding the critical areas. Furthermore, the virtualization impact on all standards and 
audit requirements is still unclear to consumers. Virtualization operators are not familiar with 
the available virtualization-tailored security guidelines. New best practices and standards for 
virtualization should be investigated to be able to realize the compliance requirements. Lack 
of knowledge about standards leads to inappropriate implementation of the virtualization that 
result in compromising the virtual systems security. Therefore this thesis is trying to provide 
solutions to help resolving these issues. 

 

1.3. Report Structure and solutions 
In this thesis x86 virtualization architectures, types and recent methods are introduced by 
reviewing different platforms, technologies and various applications. This provides 
understanding for virtualization consumers to choose the right products. Also helps 
researchers and developers to realize and improve the security of virtualization platforms. 

Threats to hardware, software and operations of virtualization based on literature and 
industry review are explained along with some examples. Taxonomy of virtualization security 
threats based on the review is created. The taxonomy provides a coherent classification for IT 
security researchers and developers to apply appropriate security protections to virtualization 
systems. Moreover it helps to recognize the security risk of associated components in 
virtualization platforms. 
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 Then, the trends of software vulnerabilities in reputable virtualization platforms using 
vulnerability databases are identified. The threat trend is a mapping of the threat taxonomy to 
vulnerabilities of the virtualization software. The severity of each threat is illustrated by using 
data visualization techniques. To further investigate the distribution of threats a graphical 
chart (Bubble chart) using visualization software will be produced as a method to make the 
trend more clear.  

In order to provide help for solving the identified issues, most of the available 
virtualization-specific standards, best practices, benchmarks and guidelines are researched and 
introduced. The most important guidelines of each one are highlighted. Researchers and 
professionals can use this information as a source for securing virtualization against threats; 
also comply with the appropriate virtualization guidelines based on the type of activity. The 
problems, advantages and disadvantages of standards are analyzed. In the end, some ideas that 
might be useful for future researches are given. 
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2. Virtualization Architecture  
The architecture of the virtualized environment determines which components are interacting 
with each other. Therefore understanding the architecture of virtualization environments is 
very important. This prepares a foundation for designing, implementing and securing a 
reliable virtual environment. 
  

2.1. Hypervisor  
Hypervisor or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is an application software running on a 
regular or custom-designed operating system installed on a piece of hardware for 
virtualization purposes. It controls and schedules the resources for multiple instances of 
operating systems running as guest machines on a physical hardware. 

From the security point of view, an ideal hypervisor is the one that has the least amount of 
lines of code necessary. Meaning, if a hypervisor is very minimal, it is more likely that it is 
more secure since there are less vulnerabilities to exploit. The tasks of hypervisor are to 
deliver certain functionalities of managing the hardware for guest VMs, maintain a secure 
environment and isolation between the VMs and nothing more.  This means, there is no need 
for extra services such as plug-n-play, wireless services or even a graphical user interface for 
the hypervisor. In case of additional requirements, components are added to the hypervisor.  

As [1] explains, in order to peruse the hypervisors and their security issues one should 
understand their operating modes. In computer security Ring modes are 4 layered CPU 
operating modes from Ring0 to Ring3.  Where Ring0 is defined as Kernel mode (the highest 
privilege level) to Ring3 or the User mode (lowest privilege level) determine the access level 
of processes. 

The hypervisor is an additional layer that allows virtual machines to use hardware 
resources. The operational ring modes determine how hypervisor can control access to 
hardware resources. It allows virtual machines to run on higher ring modes (Ring1, Ring2, 
Ring3) than the kernel (Ring0) in order to protect the host OS and itself. It also enables guest 
machines to send standard calls to the underlying hardware to obtain access to CPU, memory, 
storage or other I/O devices. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 - Ring modes in virtualization architecture 
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As depicted in figure 2.1 the hypervisor performs in between the hardware resources 
and the guest operating systems which then provide the resources for the applications. A 
bare-metal hypervisor is performing in Ring0 (kernel mode), Ring1 and Ring2 to provide 
access to the resource for multiple guest VMs. The hardware drivers are delivered through 
Ring1 and Ring2 and ultimately applications are running on Ring3 (application mode). It 
also provides isolation between the guest machines. 

In Xen Paravirtualization, every VM running on the hypervisor is called a domain. 
VMM and machine drivers are assigned to a specific privilege domain called domain0 
(dom0). All other non-privileged domains that can access the system peripherals via dom0 
are called DomU [4]. 

There are more details on how virtualization platforms share and schedule the hardware 
for guest virtual machines. In order to identify security risks in virtualization, one also 
must understand the virtualization techniques and applications of virtualization. Here some 
terms and virtualization modes are explained. 

 

2.2. Types of Hypervisors 
There are several different categories of virtualization hypervisors; most common are the 2 
categories described in the following sections. The choice of the hypervisor depends on the 
virtualization requirements, hardware and means of virtualizing.  
Note: In some contexts there 2 categories of virtualization, Software virtualization and 
Hardware virtualization. 
 

2.2.1. Type 1 Hypervisor Virtualization or Bare-metal Hardware Virtualization  
Type 1 hypervisor as illustrated in figure 2.2 is also known as native hypervisor. This type 
of hypervisor is running directly on the physical hardware. One of the main characteristics 
of type 1 hypervisor is that there is less overhead on the hardware. The guest machine 
believes that it is running on the actual hardware and is unaware of being virtualized, 
however the hypervisor has to provide the hardware for them. Moreover, VMs are unaware 
of other VMs running on the same hardware. In some cases, the hypervisor must provide 
embedded system development requirements. This is the so-called Type 1 Embedded 
Hypervisor [5]. Examples of type 1 hypervisor are the VMware ESXi and the Citrix 
XenServer hypervisor. Bare-metal hypervisors are used when performance usage of the 
host machine is very important and the hardware resources should be efficiently utilized. 
They are used in large-scale datacenters and are carrying out heavy duty computing 
processes for several VMs such as virtual servers.  
 

 
Figure 2.2 - Bare Metal Hypervisor 
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2.2.2. Type 2 Hypervisor virtualization or Application-level Virtualization  
Type 2 is also known as Hosted virtualization. This type of virtualization has one extra 
layer and every process passes through an additional layer. A hosted virtualization 
hypervisor is installed as software on top of another existing operating system platform 
that is installed on a physical machine called the host. In other words, the hypervisor runs 
as an application on an operating system. 

For example a Linux operating system is the host for a KVM hypervisor; similarly the 
VMware workstation or fusion can be installed on top of Windows or Mac operating 
system respectively. The hypervisor emulates the actual hardware and drivers for the 
virtual machines. This kind of hypervisor is useful when there is a high demand on I/O 
devices and the essence of the application running on the VM does not require much 
efficiency [5]. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 - Hosted Hypervisor 

 
 
 

2.3. Virtualization Modes in x86 Architecture  
Here the architectural modes of virtualization are explained. They define how the hardware 
resources are utilized. 
 

2.3.1. Full virtualization  
The full virtualization is obtained by a combination of “binary translation” and “direct 
execution”. The hardware is completely emulated for the virtual machines. Every software 
or unaltered operating system that is normally running on hardware can also perform on 
the full virtualized machine [5].  

Binary translation is the process of emulation of instruction set by another one using 
code translation. Direct execution executes the user level code directly on the CPU to 
improve the performance [6]. 

 

2.3.2. Paravirtualization or OS-level virtualization 
In Paravirtualization, also known as OS-assisted virtualization, the key factor is that the 
guest OS kernel has to be modified for the purpose of virtualization. The hypervisor acts as 
a conduit between the application and the underlying hardware.  
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The Paravirtualization interface provides an intermediary port known as hypercall 
which transforms normal OS instructions to hypervisor understandable instructions. 
Paravirtualization brings higher performance than full virtualization technique [5]. 

 

2.3.3. Hardware-assisted or Native virtualization (Accelerated virtualization) 
In Hardware-assisted virtualization, a virtualization-enabled CPU is incorporated in the 
physical hardware such as Intel VT or AMD-V. Neither the binary translation (Full 
virtualization) nor the hypercalls (Paravirtualization) are required anymore. Instead the 
virtual machine status is handled in Virtual Machine Control Structures or Virtual Machine 
Blocks in the processor. This type sometimes is considered a subcategory of Full 
Virtualization [7]. 
 

2.4. Virtualization in terms of application  
Virtualization has evolved many applications in the IT infrastructure. IT applications, 
computing and services can be virtualized in the infrastructure to increase flexibility.  

 

2.4.1. Server virtualization 
Server virtualization is a general term referring to the migration of the single-tasked 
physical server infrastructure to a virtualized multi-tasked environment. Server 
virtualization helps administrators to enhance hardware resource utilization. Moreover 
server virtualization is also referred to as dedicated virtual private servers (VPS) that are 
hosted on a particular hardware and are controlled by the virtual machine monitor (VMM) 
[8].  

 

2.4.2. Desktop virtualization  
Desktop virtualization also known as Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is a 
virtualization model where all end-users, instead of having a physical workstation with 
individual hardware, are given a desktop space allocated within the virtual infrastructure. 
The applications they need are accessible through the virtual desktop, as a matter of fact 
they are using something like “application streaming”. Users work desktop is accessible on 
anywhere in the network and even on the mobile devices.  Availability, change tolerance 
and simple security policy enforcement are some of the important benefits of desktop 
virtualization [8]. 

 

2.4.3. Application server virtualization 
Load balancing is the foundation of application server virtualization. In order to provide a 
better performance for applications, the load is split among several virtual servers but is 
shown on a single one on the user side. The outcome of this model is an insulated container 
where the application is running on. Sandboxing or FreeBSD jails can be used to isolate 
the application [8]. 
 

2.4.4. Network virtualization 
Network virtualization involves a technique to logically segment physical networking 
capabilities into multiple virtual networks. There are two types of network virtualization: 
Internal and External. Internal refers to virtual network devices that are similar to their 
physical counterparts and are responsible for the virtual network and software 
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communication. External on the other hand represents VLANs and VPNs in a virtual 
environment [8]. Decoupling the network infrastructure from the application layer is the 
new trend in the design of network infrastructure. This is compatible with various 
virtualization platforms such as VMware, KVM and Redhat. Network virtualization acts as 
a network layer on top of the virtual infrastructure analogous to a network hypervisor.  

The distinction between virtual networking and network virtualization is defined by 
virtual network links within the hypervisor (in virtual networking) and the combination of 
hardware and software network infrastructure (in network virtualization). Virtual Network 
Interface Card (vNIC) along with its Network Address Translation (NAT) or bridged 
configuration on the hypervisor is part of virtual networking. Virtual Switch configuration, 
Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) and the new technologies such as SPB (Shortest Path 
Bridging for logical network segmentation) or interconnection with the physical network 
shapes network virtualization. Network virtualization examples are VMware NSX and 
OpenStack Software Defined Networking (SDN) which are evolving the future of 
networking [9].  

Although network virtualization provides isolation for configuration errors and attack 
influence between the networks, it does not securely eliminate threats. Distributed Denial 
of Service attacks (DDoS) on the physical infrastructure have still an impact on hosted 
virtual networks. Moreover, since the network elements are programmable, a new 
vulnerable surface is introduced that assists to infiltrate any existing security holes [10]. 

 

2.4.5. Storage virtualization 
Storage virtualization brings multiple benefits to the virtual environment. Traditional 
Storage Area Networks (SAN) have helped a lot in network environments to unify the 
storage capacity. Now, with the help of virtualization, VMs, OSs and applications are not 
bound to a particular physical hardware anymore. Virtual servers can be easily moved from 
one part of the SAN storage to another part of the storage array without being worried 
about the hardware and compatibility and within seconds. SAN is referred to as “Block 
Virtualization” and NAS (Network Attached Storage) is changed to “File Virtualization” 
[5]. Nevertheless, provisioning where a particular VM is located on the virtual storage 
abstraction layer is a complicated task with many security implications. 
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3. Taxonomy of virtualization security threats 
In the following section, an overview over virtualization security threats will be given as 
well as a categorization will be attempted. This categorization will help to identify threat 
trends of virtualization platforms. 
 

3.1. Classification research 
As discussed in section 1, virtualization introduces more layers to the infrastructure and 

more security threats arise. Due to the close interrelation of the virtual components, it is 
difficult to compile a solid classification for virtualization security threats. 

A first idea is to categorize different threats from the direction of impact origin. For 
example a virtual-aware malware from inside of a virtual machine can use VM Escape 
techniques and gain access to the hypervisor and get control of the host machine. “Inside 
(VM)”, “Outside (VM)” and “Edge (between the VMs)” boundaries could be assigned to 
the direction of threats depending on their direction of compromise. The problem is that in 
many cases the threats have several dependencies in various components of the 
virtualization architecture, let alone the fact that this approach cannot provide general view 
of virtualization. This idea was discarded because some components of virtualization can 
be categorized in more than one category. For example, attack against the vNIC can be part 
of the all three above mentioned categories.  

A literature review shows that there are various existing categorizations of threats to 
virtual environments. According to [8] the work of Lanwehr et al, Lindqvist and Jonsson 
and Rashid et al, have made contributions to form a taxonomy model for computer 
security. The authors overall consensus is that, in order to investigate the threats, the best 
approach is to discover when, where, what and how the security breach has occurred. 
Based on this concept, my classification focusses on what component of the virtualization 
the threat is subjected to.  

[1] discuss that the majority of virtualization threats are “operational threats”, which is 
also included in my classification. Similarly, [11] has emphasizes the importance of careful 
management and trust in the operators (virtualization provider and/or administrators) of the 
virtual environment. Operational threats determine how and when security breaches has 
occurred. 

Based on these previous works on classification, I classify threats of virtualization into 
two main categories; Perimeter (platform threats) threats and Human factor threats 
(operational threats). Perimeter threats are related to physical hardware equipment, 
technologies and infrastructure. Perimeter threats also include the virtualization software 
weakness and vulnerabilities. Thus these threats are focusing on the components of 
virtualization. Human factor threats are unintentional mistakes, malicious configurations, 
misconfigurations or administration weaknesses in the virtual environments. Thus these 
threats are focusing on operational threats of virtualization. 

 

3.2. Perimeter threats  
Considering the virtualization perimeter, the physical aspects as well as the software aspect 
of virtualization are involved. Physical hardware determines which type of equipment is 
necessary to run the virtual environment.  Features or barriers of each platform and the 
extent of resilience, availability and security of the hardware platform should be 
considered. The processing power, storage and memory capacity, network capabilities, 
bandwidth requirement and communication demands, redundancy and power supply have 
immediate impact on the virtualization reliance. For example, the amount of bandwidth 
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required for VMware vMotion to migrate VMs besides the normal production bandwidth 
must be taken into account. 

Virtualization software further defines the functionalities, capacities, security and 
maintainability of virtual systems. Hardware emulation, resource sharing and scheduling, 
quality of service, software channels of virtual platforms for host to guest management are 
all characterized by the virtualization software platform. For example neglecting to 
properly configure the built-in security functions of the hypervisor or keeping default 
settings for virtual switches for network connections, brings about security issues that are 
often present in virtualization. Therefore I split the perimeter threats of virtualization into 
physical threats and software threats.  

 

3.2.1. Threat of the Virtualization Physical Platform 
The threats and issues concerning the hardware of virtualization environments are explored 
in this section. As figure 3.1 shows, the hardware of a virtualization platform can impact 
the security of the infrastructure such as virtualization support technologies or physical 
security mechanisms. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1 - Hardware threats 
 

Hardware equipment technology of the virtual environment determines whether or not 
the hardware has the capability to fulfill the virtualization functionality is an issue and 
therefore has to be taken into account when implementing virtualization. VMware has a 
Hardware Compatibility List (HCL) helping to make decisions on the type of hardware 
required for certain functionalities. XenServer checks for hardware-assisted capabilities of 
the CPU upon installation. 

Making a trade-off between the hardware requirement for today’s demands and 
potential IT infrastructure growth in the future is important when it comes to private 
settings. Increasing the capacity of virtual hardware for the VMs decreases the total 
availability of the physical hardware and the redundancy capacity [8]. More so, physical 
outage such as power down, storage failures and hard reset or shut down due to denial of 
services are other types of hardware threats. Power supply failure in a datacenter can cause 
data or VM data corruption if not well maintained. 

Every virtualization hardware unit has a maximum hardware support which must be 
considered before utilizing the platform. For example ESXi 5.1 hypervisor supports a 
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maximum 32GB of host memory whereas Hyper-V 2012 supports for a maximum of 4TB 
of host memory.  

Covert channels can also exploit the architecture of x86 CPUs to extract information 
through processing, memory and networking weaknesses of the hardware. In a physical 
network, nodes are connected via cables to switches; if a cable break down, it affect only 
one machine whereas in a virtualized network a cable serves several virtual servers on a 
host. 

Infrastructure design and structure of the virtual environment are important since the 
arrangement of virtual components that are interacting with each other determines the 
security controls. When physical infrastructure is merged with virtualization, there should 
be a mutual visibility of transaction. Virtual switches must be able to communicate with 
physical switches. Virtualization platform providers usually have their infrastructure 
hidden from the consumers. The shared hosts between several customers might result into 
many threats.  

Intel-VT & AMD-V are CPU virtualization supportability which have some associated 
threats. These are technologies that revolutionized virtualization since their launch to the 
market (Intel-VT was introduced in November 2005 and AMD-V in May 2006). In June 
2006, a type of rootkit called “Blue pill” (hypervisor version-specific rootkit) was 
introduced by the invisible things lab. Blue pill generates a rogue hypervisor without 
needing to reboot the system. The system will turn into a virtual machine from the point 
that rootkit is activated. Then it runs under the lightweight rogue hypervisor but still has 
resources allocated to it though all of them are intercepted. Blue pill uses the AMD 
SVM/Pacifica technology [12].  

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a secure cryptoprocessor which is able to deliver 
processing security features by checking cryptographic keys, authentication credentials and 
digital certificates. TPM can verify boot order and prevent risks if it is violated. Trusted 
eXecution Technology (TXT) is Intel’s hardware-based security solution which is focused 
on security hardening of hardware chipset, hypervisor and firmware threats. It provides 
authenticity of the OS and the platform that it is running on and isolation during while 
booting. As part of its hardware security TXT uses TPM. TXT advances the Intel-V for 
virtualization technology and enhances the security of multi-tenant shared infrastructure 
[13]. 

In the 2009 Black Hat conference, the Invisible Things Lab for another time presented 
another breach. They had discovered a breach in TXT software when loaded along with 
Intel’s TXT-based loader. It could cause an attack on “tboot” of the Xen hypervisor and 
Linux OS [14]. Although the newer versions of Intel CPU technologies have solved the 
issue, the breach might occur again differently in the future. 

 

3.2.2. Threat of the virtualization software  
Software components of the virtualization consist of hypervisor, virtual machine, guest 
operating systems, network/software channels and guest applications on the virtual 
machine. The interaction between them as well as each individual component has different 
impacts on the overall security of virtualization. Figure 3.2 shows the security threats 
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pertaining to virtual machines. The figure demonstrates the severity of each threat by hue 
colours ranging from green (minor impact) to red (serious impact).  
The ranking of hue colours in figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are based on Common Weaknesses 
Enumeration (CWE) occurrences for each type of threat in the CVE dataset that will be 
discussed in details in section 4. The other verdict for colouring is the literature review and 
the researcher’s emphasize on threats. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2 - Virtual Machine Security Threats 
 

Malware-based threats are the primary source of security threats to virtualization 
software. Traditional malware to physical environments still apply to virtual machines. The 
difference is that a new spectrum of malware is added to the list for virtual environments 
because of the architectural changes. Some are capable of identifying the type of target 
platform and change their behaviour corresponding to the platform. Other malware might 
cause denial of service in the system and compromise the security of other components. 

VM-aware malware are one of the most troublesome and complex threats. The new 
generation of malware is able to determine whether they are running on a virtual machine. 
They simply look for traces of virtualization innate of the machine such as virtual hardware 
(MAC address type), memory location, open ports or CPU footprints. Then either they 
discard performing their action on the VM or react differently [1].  

VM fingerprinting and traffic monitoring are reconnaissance techniques used to phish 
for VM specific data. ScoopyNG and VMDetect are tools that can detect if the OS is 
running on a virtual machine by “CPU instruction execution time”. Modern malware 
utilize anti-debugging, anti-disassembly and anti-VM techniques to avoid behavioral 
analysis of the target machine [15]. 
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VM-aware bots are another kind of threats to virtual environments. These bots can 
utilize a VM detection mechanism to prevent that they are investigated in a malware 
analysis on an isolated VM. On the other hand, VM detection can help bots to trigger 
virtual based form of their attack or conversely to stay silent. Perhaps, if a VM-aware bot 
recognizes that it is running on a VM or a hypervisor, it can create many new virtual 
machines rendering them zombies to carry out DoS attacks or other kinds of malicious 
behaviors. Since 2007 bots such as “Storm worm”, “Agobot”, “Phatbot” and “Conficker” 
have shown that bots are able to intelligently change behavior depending on the platform. 

Packer application provides means to further shield the malware against detection. 
When software producers deliver the executable version of the software to the end-users, 
they must compile the source code to binary code. It also helps to protect and compress the 
source code. A de-compiler reverts the binary code back to a programming code and 
makes it easy to read again. Some packer tools like “Themida” (Oreans technologies) have 
an anti-emulation technology that enables malware coders to protect their malicious code. 
It adds more concealment and compression to the code, thus protecting it from de-
compiling to a readable state [1]. 

On the other side, Software Protection mechanisms such as Process-level virtual 
machines (PVMs) is extensively used to ensure the security of software applications 
against the reverse engineering. PVM protects the application by securing the code at run 
time and prevent attackers to carry out dynamic attacks. This technique however can pose 
circumventions wherein a malicious VM is replaced by the legitimate PVM [16]. A 
malware may also utilize PVM to secure the malicious behaviour. 

Another threat to virtual environments is the Cross-VM attack. Cross-VM is a 
relatively new threat to the virtualization and might evolve more in the future. It is also 
known as VM escape to VM, VM escape to host and Inter-VM attacks. Cross-VM attacks 
can occur through different channels in the virtual environment. Since the virtual machines 
are using the same hardware resource like the CPU (e.g. caches), memory (e.g. buffers) 
and network (e.g. virtual interfaces), it is possible for an infiltrated VM to extract 
information from the co-hosted VMs. For example, [2] explains a cryptographic key 
hijacking method based on access-driven cache attack. The attacker VM uses the 
processor’s L1 cache through intermittent execution to capture target VM’s “private 
ElGamal decryption key”. The CVE-2013-4242 (Common Vulnerability and Exposure ID 
number) is another example of Cross-VM attack to the L3 cache side channels. The CVE is 
a list of known vulnerabilities and common attacks that will be explained further in section 
4. 

One of the challenges in Cross-VM attacks is first to identify where a desired VM 
(bearing the valuable information) is located, then place the malicious VM on the same 
host and finally launches the attack. Amongst the techniques used for detecting this type of 
attacks, “HomeAlone” is a tool for detecting the existence of side channels on the same 
host to lunch the attack. The tool instead of using a side channel to abuse the memory 
cache, reverses the regular usage of side channels. It examines neighbour VMs L2 cache 
memory activity while other co-residence VMs are quietly using some part of the cache 
without suspicious any behaviour [17].  

Cross-VM attackers are employing cache-based side channel, Network-based (vNIC, 
network watermarking and fingerprinting) or memory-based (Memory deduplication, 
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Memory bus covert channels) techniques to carry out their attacks. Various kind of 
software and hardware noise is assisting in detection of activity in cache-based side 
channel attacks [2]. 

Today, these kinds of sophisticated attacks require special lab settings. However they 
introduce new range of attacks for such environments. 

There is a Virtual NIC type at the kernel level (software channels) on the hypervisor 
that is designed to control and communicate with VMs. They contain the traffic of the 
management configuration data to deliver and apply on the virtual machines. This channel 
creates communication trunk carrying critical information. If the channel is intercepted, it 
can divulge the details of configuration or VM data. For example , back channel 
communication between the hosts through a VMKernel NIC in VMware vSphere allows an 
attacker to intercept the traffic while moving a VM from one host to another in the 
VMware vCenter [12]. 

There are Platform-based threats inherent from the native structure of the 
virtualization platform.  For example VM object is the virtual machine container that 
encompasses the controllers and data of the VM. This controls such as start, pause, stop, 
reboot, cloning, snapshot, rollback, logging, virtual hardware resource modification and 
VM tools can easily threaten the Virtual machine object status. 

Operating system running under a VM object can still introduce range of traditional 
threats such as OS vulnerabilities, malware and intrusion attacks to every VM instance. It 
is already troublesome to keep track of guest OS updates, settings and security 
enforcement. Now consider the rollback feature of an updated VM that makes it difficult to 
keep it secure and brings the VMs back to the vulnerable state. The state of applications 
and settings are normally stored in snapshots. Reverting to an early snapshot of the VM 
introduces data flaws and many other security implications. 

Inactive virtual machine (Stopped) that is out of production still has a virtual disk 
allocated as well as VM definition files. It might store critical information such as 
cryptographic keys, authentication credentials and a lot more valuable information. Thus, 
inactive VMs can still be a victim for data leakage. Furthermore, usually they are not 
patched with the latest security updates so they are critically insecure [18]. 

Guest OS or guest software security breaches on the VM can result in VM and 
hypervisor infiltration. Different software is installed on VMs to deliver different services. 
Sometime vulnerability of the OS or software running inside the virtual machine lead to an 
exploit and subsequently compromise the security of the VM.  The security risk of these 
applications can impact the overall security of the VM. A web browser security breach can 
be a point of entry for a hacker into the machine. For example CVE-2012-3289 is a guest 
OS crash that allows remote attackers cause a denial of services and execute code on the 
host from a remote virtual machine [19].  

The hypervisor and its management console are important role players in the 
virtualization systems. As figure 3.3 depicts, the hypervisor has several attack vectors. This 
is the bigger picture of virtualization platform because hypervisor is controlling the 
hardware for virtual machines and basically everything is depending on hypervisor security 
and performance. It acts as a cockpit of an airplane that encompasses all control units that 
makes the hypervisor more attractive target for attackers. 
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Figure 3.3 - Hypervisor Security Threats 
 
As it was explained earlier hypervisor or VMM is a core component of virtualization 

that encounters new range of threats. Network communication (blind spots) between 
virtual and physical network is often overlooked. Hypervisors use internal software 
channels for communicating with VMs and remain hidden to the physical network traffic. 
Virtualization APIs are intended to simplify the administration and VMM control over 
the VMs [8]. Details of APIs and interfaces used in virtualization technologies are publicly 
available. However, an unscrupulous or a malicious developer can abuse the APIs to 
prepare function-specific attacks (e.g. Backdoors) and compromise the security of the 
virtual systems. For instance in 2010 a vulnerability in Citrix XenServer, Xen API (XAPI) 
was discovered that could allow calls to be executed without authentication (CVE-2010-
0633) [20]. 

Hyperjacking or VMM Insertion is another threat to the VMM. The process of 
injecting a hypervisor from an OS into the hardware and converting the earlier physical-
based OS to a virtual machine is called Hyperjacking. It is sometimes called the VMM-
based rootkit. Usually Hyperjacking needs hardware-assisted virtualization support. It is 
almost impossible to detect the rootkit since the access rights of the VM is no longer 
sufficient to monitor the above layer which is now the VMM. There are two techniques for 
Hyperjacking; one is to manipulate the drivers by reading raw disks and the other one is to 
manipulate the boot up files. Injecting VM files like VM hard disk file, VM definition file, 
logs and snapshot metadata can facilitate the Hyperjacking attack [8]. 

VMM Attestation is the virtualization essence that if exploited, administrators of the 
virtualization platform will not be able to notice. The threat is because of the VMM being 
the intermediate single point of failure between the hardware and VM instances. Moreover, 
applications and operating systems that are using the VMM might require verification to 
enable them securely run on a VMM. Therefore the VMM has to incorporate a mechanism 
to attest its authenticity and integrity since VMM is acting like a bottleneck of the 
virtualization. This trust on the hypervisor is not only important for VM operating systems,  
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but also for the applications running on the VMs. Attestation might also be achieved by 
using TPM [8]. As other types of attestation mechanisms I can mention Microsoft’s 
NGSCB (Next-Generation Secure Computing Base), IBM’s IMA (The Integrity 
Measurement Architecture). As it was explained before there are known threats to TPM 
which might help for providing malicious attestation on the VMM. More so, VM’s trust on 
the hypervisor makes VMM a critical component and a desired target for attackers. 

Resource Contention & Resource Hugging refers to the contest or conflict for taking 
over the shared hardware resources (CPU, memory, network and storage) between the 
virtual machines. Resource hugging and resource contention are interleaved concepts since 
in this kind of threat, a malicious or misconfigured virtual machine tries to get hold of 
shred resources and keep it occupied [8]. 

Cloning a VM is as easy as copy/pasting files on a disk and makes the duplication of 
guest machines very easy. VM cloning can be a wild threat if improperly managed. 
Unpatched VM clones are commonly causing security problems. Also VM files can be 
easily copied and restored in case of security breaches. Storage policies and 
reconfiguration must be correctly applied to every newly generated VM because they 
normally inherit privileges from the source machine. The device drive identification should 
be accurately specified, naming convention and proper data retention strategies must be 
employed [8]. Encryption mechanism for VM disk and the data stored inside the VM can 
protect the data. The CVE-2013-2196 is an example of VM template cloning issue on 
XenServer PV (Pure Virtual) guests that “allow local guest administrators with certain 
permissions to have an unspecified impact via a crafted kernel which result in privilege 
escalation”. 

Virtual Appliances play diverse important roles in the virtual environment. One of the 
most crucial elements for example in VMware vSphere is vCenter Server virtual 
Appliance. It is a pre-configured VM that is able to configure, monitor, manage and audit 
the ESXi server. If a virtual appliance is compromised the adversary will have full control 
over the virtual environment. Similarly virtual firewalls and virtual intrusion 
prevention/detection appliances provide security for virtual network communications. 
Thus, if any of the virtual appliances such as virtual security appliances fall into problems 
or if compromised the entire virtual infrastructure is in jeopardy. Accidental switch off the 
virtual appliance impose serious damage to the security.  

VM Escape has many interests among virtualization attackers. VM escape basically 
means a compromised VM is able to break out of its box (VM object) and get access to the 
underlying VMM. Once accessed, basically the CIA triangle (Confidentiality, Integrity, 
Availability) is violated, thus VMM-based actions such as creating large number of VMs, 
managing devices, manipulate the communication and controls, changing trust zones, 
escalate privileges and so many other destructive operations can be performed [1].  

CIA triangle is an information security principle that evaluates the security of systems 
focusing on Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of information systems [21]. 

Path Traversal Vulnerability is a type of VM escape attack using the command line 
syntax to gain access to the host machine from inside the guest machine with the abuse of 
VM guest tools. 

The following features have also participated in this type of attack; VMchat is a 
messaging system that is using memory buffer string between the virtual machines and the 
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host machine. VMcat defined in CVE-2007-1744 is a tool, based on simple I/O port 
instructions (stdin/stdout) to send and receive command prompt to and from the VM and 
the hypervisor. VM Drag-n-sploit is the abuse of VMware drag files from the host and 
drop on the guest feature. By observing the communication channel when drag and drop, 
researchers were able to inject commands into the drag and drop channel. VMftp implies 
to the weak implementation of shared folder feature of the VMware. Based on VMftp, if 
any of the guest machine has a shared folder with any access level on the host, all other 
VMs could also get access to the host machine [1].   

VM Virtual NIC Escape falls in the same category compromise refers to the ability of 
VMM to assign multi-homed virtual network interface card (vNIC) on virtual machines for 
connectivity improvement purposes. In VM vNIC escape an attacker implements a bridge 
between the virtual interfaces and gains desired network access [8]. 

Network Channels are essential communication units. The nature of network channels 
in virtual platforms has considerable security issues just like their physical counterparts. 
Network channels can be remotely controlled in every virtualization component and cause 
many connection breaches. Firewall, QoS mechanisms, N/HIDS (Network/Host-based 
Intrusion Detection System) and N/HIPS (Network/Host-based Intrusion Prevention 
System) shall monitor and filter the traffic just like the physical network [8]. 

Denial of Service (DoS) on the hypervisor may occur due to the hypervisor software 
bugs, attacks or network vectors. These bugs can damage the hypervisor emulator, prevent 
administrative channel access and result in privilege escalation attacks. This means 
hypervisor DoS can influence the operation of all VM instances running on it. These 
problems might require the hypervisor to be restarted or cause a resource contention or 
interruption in the hypervisor processes. Usually VMs are allocated with a memory size 
but in some cases the memory pages are shared with other similar operating systems on the 
same hypervisor. This will allow VMs to exceed the amount of memory they are using by 
saving that shared space. If the extra memory consumption is not properly controlled 
resource starvation can paralyze the performance of the hypervisor. Similarly network 
flood attack can also cause Denial of Services on the hypervisor. Network DoS on the 
hypervisor can impact the performance of all VM network communications or 
malfunctioning of administrative capabilities [8]. 

Unified Computing Systems (UCS) is a powerful central management IT infrastructure 
architecture to reduce TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) and improve scalability of 
datacenters. It enhances supervision of virtualization infrastructure (Servers), computing 
hardware (Storage) as well as their switching fabric (Networking), into a unified integrated 
architecture [22]. The pioneers of this technology are Cisco UCS (B-series & C-series) and 
HP Converged Infrastructure. However the UCS solution provides visibility and facilitate 
datacenter operations, but as a single point of failure might jeopardize the entire security of 
the virtualized infrastructure. 
  

3.3. Human-factor threats 
This section is going to look at virtualization threats caused by human error, 
misconfiguration and negligence. As figure 3.4 shows, apart from the software and 
vulnerabilities discussed before, operating of the virtualization can also cause some 
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security issues. Some auditing tools are given with the virtualization software packages, 
but it is managers and administrators’ job to tailor solid plans for defining and monitoring 
all aspects of the infrastructure. System configuration, patch management, defining 
privileges, risk assessment, resource management are factors that impact the security 
properties of the virtualization.  Mistakes are normally unintentional but on the other hand 
sometimes insiders of the company can conduct malicious behaviour.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.4 - Human factor threats to virtualization 
 

Detailed observation of virtual environment is usually improperly done, thus it often 
lacks visibility. Network traffic, system errors, logs, suspicious behaviour and everything 
that is happening inside the virtual environment must be accurately monitored in real-time. 
Regular auditing of the performance, network and services of the virtual environment is 
very important. As the network monitoring using port mirroring or SMON in the physical 
switched network is important, port monitoring and traffic analyzing in virtual 
environment is likewise considerably important. 

Separation of duties is not usually well maintained. Defining roles for administrators 
who are configuring and maintaining the management consoles such as the Microsoft 
SCVMM (System Center Virtual Machine Manager), VMware vCenter, Citrix XenCenter 
is vital. The vCenter database, for example, requires database user and defining pertaining 
privileges. Users, groups and roles must be carefully determined based on their access 
requirements in regards to new administration levels of virtualization. For example, roles 
must be specified that whether network administrators or server administrators are in 
charge of configuring the virtual infrastructure or a new role should be assigned for the 
virtualization administration. 

Details of configuration can disclose the infrastructure design. The hypervisor holds 
valuable settings information such as VM configurations, auditing data, access rights, 
management groups and users. Details of configuration on the VMM can help intruders to 
perform a more optimal attack if infiltrated [1]. 

Network configurations represent information about the settings of the virtual 
communications as well as interaction with the physical network communications. Details 
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of routing, switch connections and settings, the network segmentation information, address 
pools, type of virtual NICs and their communication details, if poorly done or divulged can 
assist for a more dynamic attack. 

Security-specific configurations are the most critical information in the virtual 
environment as in the physical perimeter. Security controls, access policies, intrusion 
detection/prevention system settings, firewall configurations and malware protection 
mechanisms are information that if compromised can lead to infiltration of the VMM and 
subsequently the VM and the sensitive data [1]. 

Introspection and Intervention of VMM provide means for malicious user to rein the 
system as desired. Introspection is the supervision, surveillance and prioritizing 
modification capability of the VMM on processes and communication of VMs. VMM 
intervenes with the functioning of VMs based on its resource control ability. In case of 
VMM security breakage, introspection capability of the VMM threatens the VMs, however 
normally it can facilitate the recovery and risk mitigation from compromises. One of the 
best examples, is the ability of the VMM storing snapshots of healthy state, where if 
needed can revive the VM. Cryptographic mechanisms (hiding memory contents or 
operations from OS or VMM) and/or Architectural mechanisms (using co-designed VMMs 
in connection with hardware e.g. IBM AS/400) are used to lower the risk of introspection 
capabilities [8]. Tools like “vmitools” that encompasses LibVMI library (only supports 
Xen and KVM) can be used for monitoring or introspection of the live virtual machines. 

Management console as the core for administration unit contains everything for 
controlling the environment, making it attractive for attackers. 

When adversary manages to get access to the management console of the hypervisor 
like the VMware vSphere client, the entire security of virtual environment is at risk. Secure 
communication for management console through SSL/TLS (Secured Socket 
Layer/Transport Layer Security) is crucial. Also digital certificates that are not issued by 
root authorities or trusted certificate authorities can be forged; therefore administrators 
would never realize the threat. If logging is not enabled on the console and authenticity of 
the console operators is not monitored, it might never come to attention that whom and 
when got access to the console. 

Console logging should be enabled to leverage alerts on creating, deletion privilege 
modification of the objects in the console. Accidental operations in the console during 
configuration, maintenance and monitoring the VMM might compromise the security.  

VM sprawl is a term that refers to excessive creation of VMs by administrators of the 
virtual environment. Since creating a new VM from a template is made so easy and a VM 
is created in matter of seconds, operators of the hypervisor incline to create plenty of VMs 
without even evaluating the necessity. Therefore inventory of the VMs might get out of 
control especially in larger scale infrastructures, subsequently result in VMs without 
provisioning, security update and management [1]. 

Change and configuration management according to [1] require a lot of attention for 
virtual infrastructure. In the virtual datacenter due to maintenance, policy modification and 
resource availability optimization, VMs are moved among storage pools. VMware 
vMotion provides migration of live virtual machines from a physical machine to another 
with no downtime. This is a great feature which was impossible in the traditional 
environments; however the governance of the exact physical location of each VM arise 
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confidentiality, integrity problems. The running VMs are moved on-the-fly to another host 
to govern the computing capacity. This should happen under full consent and provision of 
the system administrators. 

Patch management similar to the physical counterparts is another issue. Patching and 
distributing updates for guest operating systems in the VMs on one hand, patching the 
hypervisor on the other hand might require system reboot that can considerably impact the 
uptime and availability of virtual machines.  
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4. Visualization of virtualization software vulnerability  
An important activity to realize the security weaknesses of virtualization platforms is to 
discover how often various security breaches have occurred. The investigation helps to 
identify threat trends that can be a basis for focusing on securing the most attacked 
components. A trend investigation can also clarify the vulnerable components for 
virtualization software developers, IT security researchers and security response teams. 

 

4.1. Collecting necessary data for analysis 
In order to investigate the trend of virtualization software security threats, first the data that 
is going to be analyzed must be collected. The analysis is based on software or operating 
system vulnerabilities that are used to exploit the virtualized system. There are various 
sources to collect software vulnerabilities. For example every vendor provide sources that 
customers can use to be informed of the latest vulnerabilities through security bulletin 
website, security advisories (e.g. VMware) or the security response center (e.g. Microsoft). 
However all of these sources are independent from each other and cannot provide unified 
and centralized information for all security vulnerabilities. For this study to be accurate 
there is a need for a collection of all vulnerabilities from all vendors and products that is 
constantly updated with the latest security breaches. The research showed that the best 
available option is databases of vulnerability collection that provides current integrated 
information about all vulnerabilities from all vendors and products. Moreover the database 
provides a standard for vendors. All vendors agreed to be compatible with database 
explained in section 4.2, meaning when they publish a newly discovered vulnerability, it 
will be also reported to be included in the database. This way security research is made 
much easy, reliable and centralized. 

In the following sections tools and databases that will be used during the process are 
defined. Then the steps of extracting data in this thesis are explained. The threat taxonomy 
in section 3 will be used to group the vulnerabilities in order to create a data set that can be 
investigated and ultimately leads to further insights. 

 

4.2. Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 
The MITRE Corporation (U.S. federally funded research and development center) has 
created a naming convention dictionary of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures as a 
standard for information security vulnerability. It provides a data exchange amongst 
security products and a baseline database for assessing the coverage for tools and services 
[23]. The CVE database contains all found vulnerabilities of all operating systems, 
applications and platforms. 

Knowing the vulnerabilities and the risk they impose on the environment is a great help 
in discovering trends and weaknesses.  

Many products and services from virtualization and security solution vendors have 
adopted this naming convention to ensure a unified list of identified vulnerabilities and 
also contribute to this database. The Open Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL) as 
one of the top tools for security professionals, the research community and many other 
security assessment frameworks is compatible with CVE names [24]. 
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4.3. Common Weaknesses Enumeration (CWE) 
CWE is a formal list and dictionary of common software weaknesses. It is a joint language 
for describing common vulnerabilities and weaknesses. CWE provides identification, 
classification and awareness mechanisms for vulnerability assessment that encompasses all 
known weaknesses. CWE has a future extension scopes for categorization of specific 
programming languages, platforms, architectures and frameworks [25].  
 

4.4. Open Source Vulnerability Database (OSVDB) 
Open Source Vulnerability Database is a collection of vulnerabilities in commercial and 
non-commercial products that is created by using “Open sourced intelligence” [26]. 
OSINT or Open Sourced Intelligence refers to “publicly available information appearing in 
print or electronic form” [27]. It serves various sources such as Professional and academic, 
observation and reporting as well as for web based communication, public data and media.  

The general purpose of OSVDB since its establishment in 2002 is to provide an 
extensive vulnerability database which is progressively evolving in features and abilities to 
supply standard information for information security community [26]. 

 
4.5. Challenges of visualization  
According to the classification in section 3 there are several attack surfaces to components, 
protocols, interfaces, services, operations and even management of the virtualization. 

As far as the virtualization software is concerned, I can rely on common vulnerability 
databases and weakness patterns when looking for trends in vulnerabilities. However this 
obviously cannot provide a complete visibility to all security threats of the virtualization. 
Moreover, security specifications are depending on organizational technology usage 
policies and security management. Nevertheless vulnerability databases can provide a 
fraction of insight for defence at the software and architectural level. In order to investigate 
vulnerabilities to the virtualization software perimeter, the categorization developed in 
section 3.1.2 will be employed. 

The CVE database as well as additional information retrieved from the CWE ID 
numbers is used as the basis to compare the vulnerability types in the CVE database with 
the virtualization security categories developed in section 3. The goal is a mapping of all 
vulnerabilities identified in the database to a category of software-based threats.  

In order to reduce the complexity of the vulnerability database and deliver the most 
relevant threat visibility, the concentration should be on particular parts of the database. 
The database contains information on different kinds of threats, not all of them being 
virtualization-specific. Moreover, the database does not contain a variable that specifies 
which vulnerabilities effect virtualization software. As a substitute in finding all 
virtualization vulnerabilities, the investigation is limited to number of reputable vendors 
(VMware, Citrix Xen, Microsoft Hyper-V, RHEV, KVM and Xen Project) and their 
virtualization-specific product family. Only products that have known vulnerabilities are 
included in the analysis. 
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A factor in the CVE database is the software version of virtualization products. The 
database contains all versions that can be exploited by the vulnerability. More so, the 
vulnerabilities are also evolving and have different versions. For example CVE-2007-5023 
was first published in 2007, but was updated in 2012 which means this is an evolving 
threat and has not been properly addressed in the past. In this analysis each CVE 
vulnerability entry is considered once, discarding versions of the vulnerability. 

Since VMware is only concentrated on virtualization technologies I have included all of 
their product vulnerabilities. 

The accumulated observations of all platforms yield 342 direct virtualization security 
vulnerabilities on the CVE list as of 12 November 2013 as shown in table 4.1. As this table 
shows VMware have the largest number of vulnerabilities. It is due to the number of 
VMware products and its reputation as a pioneer of virtualization platform. The next target 
platform after the VMware are all applications and operating systems that are built based 
on Xen project virtualization platforms. This shows that attackers are obviously interested 
in popular products and try to find more ways to exploit them. 

 
 

Vendor Virtualization Products 
with known vul. 

Number of 
vulnerabilities 

VMware 55 192 
Citrix 4 23 
Microsoft 4 19 
Xen project All applications and OS 76 
Redhat EV 4 
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 KVM 2 
 

8 
  

Table 4.1 - Vendors, products and number of vulnerabilities 
 

To further investigate the different types of vulnerabilities, they are grouped by their 
CWE ID number which is specified in the CVE database. In total 17 CWE IDs were 
discovered in the overall collection of virtualization vulnerabilities.  

The reason for using CWE ID numbers is that they are describing vulnerabilities in a 
unified manner. Therefore there is no need to group CVE entries according to the 
description of each individual entry. 

Next, the occurrences of each kind of common weakness are added. As we can see in 
table 4.2, the number of some CWE ID occurrences is much higher than other types of 
weaknesses. For example CWE 264 with the highest number of 68 occurrences is the 
leading weakness identified. Then CWE 119 with 35, CWE 20 with 29 occurrences 
follows, whereas weakness 59 and 352 only occur once. Table 4.2 also provides a short 
description of the CWEs. 
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CWE ID CWE Name Number of 
Occurrence 

16 Weakness in Software Configuration  8 
20 Improper Input Validation 29 

22 Improper Limitation of a Pathname to a Restricted Directory 
('Path Traversal') 8 

59 Improper Link Resolution Before File Access ('Link 
Following') 1 

79 Improper Neutralization of Input During Web Page 
Generation ('Cross-site Scripting') 11 

94 Improper Control of Generation of Code ('Code Injection') 6 

119 Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds of a 
Memory Buffer 35 

134 Uncontrolled format string 5 
189 Numeric Errors 8 
200 Information Exposure 18 
255 Weakness in credentials management 2 
264 Weaknesses in Permissions, Privileges, and Access Controls 68 
287 Improper Authentication 4 
310 Cryptographic Issues 2 
352 Cross-Site request Forgery (CSRF) 1 

362 Concurrent Execution using Shared Resource with Improper 
Synchronization ('Race Condition') 4 

399 Resource Management Errors 22 
 

Table 4.2 - CWE ID occurrences of all products 
 

Some of the vulnerabilities in the CVE database do not have a common weakness IDs 
associated with them and therefore it is difficult to connect them to the threat taxonomy. 

Based on this information, the vulnerability should be connected with a CWE ID that in 
turn then can be connected to the virtualization threat taxonomy. Since there are no 
obviously fitting CWE IDs, I decided to only include the vulnerabilities that already have 
an associated CWE ID. 

 

4.6. Vulnerability Distribution  
The next step in investigating and visualizing the vulnerabilities is to connect them to the 
threat taxonomy created in section 3. 

The CVE and CWE vulnerability descriptions are defined in such way that makes it 
difficult to decide a particular direct mapping to the taxonomy. There are many cases that a 
single vulnerability is related to multiple nodes of the threat taxonomy tree.  

Despite all these barriers a bubble chart was created based on the CWE descriptions and 
their repetition in the data set that was collected. As mentioned before, some CWE ID's 
could be connected to several different threat categories, as shown on table 4.3 and were 
therefore counted separately for each of them. The table shows matching nodes of threat 
taxonomy to the corresponding CWE ID. As figure 4.1 illustrates certain kinds of attacks 
are of more interest for attackers of virtualization platforms.  
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A bubble chart in data visualization is a method that relates numeric quantities to the 
area of the circles (bubbles) to demonstrate the least values (smaller circles) to the most 
values (bigger circles) of distribution [28].  

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1 - Distribution of vulnerabilities based on CVE database and CWE IDs 
occurrences 
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CWE ID Taxonomy Match 
20 DoS 
22 Directory Traversal 

264 VM Escape to Host, Management console 
119 DoS, VM Escape to host 
94 VM Escape to Host, Management console 

287 API, Management console 
200 Cross vm, Management console, VM object, net&SW channel 
79 XSS in Management console (e.g. vSphere Client, vCOps) 

134 DoS, VM Escape, Remote Console, VM object 
352 Management console 
16 DoS 

310 Signature, Management console 
399 DoS, Communication blind spots, SW channel 
362 Guest app, Escape Host to VM 
255 vAppliance, Management appliance 
189 DoS, data leakage, overflow 
59 Directory Traversal 

 
Table 4.3 - Table of Matching CWE IDs to the Threat Taxonomy 

 
This information can be helpful for the future prediction of exploits, to find patterns of 

trendy attacks and also as a means of awareness for the security and development 
community to direct attention to weaknesses. 

CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System) is an open framework standard 
developed by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) for associating specifications 
and influences of vulnerabilities. The CVSS scores provide the means to measure risk with 
more precision. CVSS can be used to rank the vulnerabilities to decide which one has a 
higher priority for remediation. NVD also supports CVSS scoring for the entire CVE 
vulnerabilities. The CVSS calculator is a tool that enables customized scoring based on 
different environment vectors known as “temporal scores” [29]. The calculator, if properly 
set, can be employed to discover the impact of different vulnerabilities and their severity in 
the virtual environment. The CVE collection that was gathered for this thesis also includes 
the CVSS scores of the vulnerabilities. Therefore this dataset can be further used to 
investigate the severity of virtualization vulnerabilities based on the CVSS scores, but this 
is outside of scope of this thesis. 

As a result the visualization can help IT security researchers to immediately see the 
most popular attack targets to develop preventive solutions. 
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5. Standards, Best Practices and Guidelines for Securing Virtualization 
One of the most important activities of securing virtual environments is to understand and 
comply with industry standards. There are several best practices, security baselines, 
guidelines, security checklists (given by standard organizations or vendors) and attestation 
requirement that are providing security safeguarding recommendations.   

In this section I introduce the latest and foremost standards and best practices that are 
highly regarded by virtualization and security solution vendors as well as security experts. 
The overall scrutiny of these guidelines and understanding why they are considered by 
vendors enables adopters of virtualization to design, deploy and manage a secure virtual 
infrastructure. Depending on data confidentiality types (corporate/private data, public data, 
confidential data and very confidential data), one can also choose the more relevant 
compliance planning for protecting information assets. 

In order to improve the virtualization security, compliance to standards is very crucial. 
Standards come in different forms such as government regulations, industry regulations, 
international standards, directives, baseline and benchmarks. 

One should keep in mind that various standards are employed to deliver security, 
information assurance and risk control to virtualization platforms. However the compliance 
of organizations or institutions with different audit requirements, directives or regulatory 
standards might be arguable due to the influences of the virtualization. 

 

5.1. Payment Card Industry, Data Security Standard council (PCI DSS) 
Established in 2006 is an open global forum that is responsible for development, 
management, education and awareness of PCI security standards founding by five global 
payment companies, American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB International, 
MasterCard Worldwide, and Visa Inc. It provides an agreement for the technical 
requirement of data security conformance [30].  

PCI developed information supplement guidance for card holder data environment on 
adopting virtualization technologies for compliance and auditing. In processes of PCI 
standards development, they receive input from worldwide industry stakeholders as formal 
feedback period. PCI also employs the contribution of Virtualization Special Interest 
Group (SIG) for development PCI DSS virtualization guideline such as VMware, Citrix, 
Microsoft, Cisco, Trend Micro etc. 

The new version (v3.0) of this 36-month lifecycle standard is released in November 
2013 [31], but the version 2.0 will continue to be in effect until 31 December 2014. 
Therefore here the focus is on the PCI version 2.0 virtualization guidelines. 

The guideline describes virtualization concepts and classes including the operating 
system, hardware/platform, network, data storage and the memory. Then virtual systems 
components are explained; Hypervisor, virtual machine, virtual appliance, virtual switch 
and router, virtual applications and desktops, Cloud computing and some additional 
scoping remarks. Next, the security risks of virtualization environments are listed which 
was also considered on classification in this report. Then recommendations are provided in 
the form of general recommendations, mixed-mode environments (data-critical VMs), 
cloud computing and the “guidance for assessing risk in the virtual environments”.  
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Mixed-mode is defined as the virtualization setting where “in-scope” and “out-of-
scope” components are hosted on the same hypervisor or machine. In-scope refers to 
component associated to the hypervisor in PCI DSS domain. In mixed-mode environments, 
a strong recommendation for VMs with different levels of data sensitivity is to separate the 
data-critical VMs from the host of less data sensitive VMs. This principle is also 
recommended for in-scope and out-of-scope VMs. When a hypervisor is considered in-
scope, it is advised that all components of it to be considered in-scope [32]. 

The PCI risk assessment guidance highlights the elements that should be considered on 
conducting the risk evaluation. Defining the environment involves identifying all active or 
potential elements interacting with virtualization systems. Threat identification process 
involves finding active or potential threats whether unintentional or malicious based on 
thorough use-cases that can compromise the CIA security triangle. Vulnerability 
identification is the process of discovering technical as well as operational legacy 
vulnerabilities in applications or operating systems along with the twisted vulnerabilities 
due to layers of virtualization. Assess and devise risk identifies the necessity of additional 
security controls for sensitive data and should also determine whether special controls on 
top PCI DSS requirement are needed [32]. 

Security functions of virtualization must be completely separated from the operational 
components to increase the structure complexity for attacker’s attempt. For example the 
firewall appliance that is protecting the data-bearing VMs must never be hosted on the 
same logical segment [32]. 

An important factor to ensure that the environment is conforming to security practices is 
to have a comprehensive inventory of the physical and virtual assets. The component of 
virtualization systems must be included in the risk management process and completely 
documented after evaluations and decisions [32]. According to [32] there are several 
accepted references to other best practice and industry standards and guidelines in PCI that 
are listed below: 
 

• The Center for Internet Security 
• National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST) 
• International Organization for Standardization 
• SysAdmin Audit Network Security (SANS) Institute  
• ISACA (Formerly the Information System Audit and Control Association)  

PCI DSS also provides a compliance assessment tool with various business scenarios 
called SAQ (Self-Assessment Questionnaire) for organizations that are not required to be 
evaluated under an on-site data security evaluation [31]. 

 

5.2. NIST Information Technology Laboratory 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) responsibility is to develop 
guidelines and standards to supply appropriate information security for agency assets and 
operations of organizations [33]. 
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5.2.1. NIST SP800-125 
NIST special publication 800-125 (NIST SP800-125) guideline aims in particular at 
security for full virtualization technologies. It is the supporting document for FISMA (The 
Federal Information Security Management Act) of 2002 public law. The structure of the 
standard is quite similar to that is the PCI DSS v2.0 standard. In addition it provides a 
section on “secure virtualization planning and deployment”.  

The additional section provides five-phase lifecycle model based on NIST SP800-64. It 
explains how the provided recommendations must be incorporated throughout the 
virtualization integration and maintenance. It includes a definition for policy and 
operations that tries to match with project management methodologies. The phases are 
Initiation, planning and design, implementation and maintenance and disposition in 
respect to order [33]. The lifecycle model can be a great aid to control the flow of adoption 
for those who does not have experience with virtualization deployment and hardening. 
Below is a brief explanation of each phase. 

The initiation phase consists of identification and specification of ongoing and prospect 
needs of the system performance, functionality and determines virtualization security 
policies. 

Security policy specifies allowed virtualization technologies, what data and applications 
can use the permitted virtualization types, also defines regulations of administration and 
update on the policies.  

Planning and design is when the organization prepares the technical layout for 
deployment building upon the output of the first phase. There are three considerations: 
Architecture design that involves the assignment of network and storage capabilities, 
management decisions etc. Decisions on the hardware capacity required in terms of 
network bandwidth and equipment, storage and servers. Authentication consideration 
defines the selection of authentication mechanisms, deployment and supporting plans for 
every layer of virtualization on different component levels (Hypervisor, VM etc.). 
Cryptography determines the encryption algorithms and the key sizes that are going to be 
used in addition to the decision of VM data protection on the storage.  

Implementation phase is the next activity that includes implementation and testing of 
design according to artifacts of previous phase. It arrives at a conclusion whether it can go 
under production or not. The following factors must be examined: “Physical to virtual 
conversation, Introspection, Authentication, Connectivity, Applications, Networking, 
Management, Performance, and Security of the implementation”. 

Operation and Maintenance consist of regular tasks that must be carried out to maintain 
a secure virtual environment. Ensure that only privileged administrators have physical and 
logical aspect of the hypervisor as well as hardware at their disposal. Constantly bring all 
layers of virtualization such as OS and application to latest updates. Apply unified time 
synchronization between all the hypervisor and guest machine operating systems. Adapt 
and modify access control specification according to technology, policy, security changes 
or audit finding if necessary. Logging malicious behaviour and report to system 
administrators is another activity of this phase. The guide also refers to the NIST SP800-
115 for further technical guidelines on security evaluation and testing. 
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The final phase is Disposition. In case of discontinuing host or any machine, all 
sensitive data must be wiped out. There is another reference specified, NIST SP 800-88 for 
further information on “Media Sanitization” [32]. 

Furthermore, the U.S. NIST’s national vulnerability database provides a public security 
checklist program repository for many product categories (e.g. virtualization software, 
KVM, network switch), authorities (Government, SW vendor, 3rd Parties), products (e.g. 
VMware ESXi, Xen virtualization server), that helps for configuring the security settings 
of each particular product [34]. 

National Vulnerability Database (NVD) is a community based specification set for 
automation of policy compliance assessment, vulnerability management and evaluation. 
The specification is called “The Security Content Automation Protocol” (SCAP). If a 
product is SCAP validated it means it fulfills the SCAP security specifications and tests. 
For example VMware vCenter configuration manager is SCAP validated. However there is 
an expiry date to SCAP versions (SCAP version 1.0 will expire December 31, 2013) [35]. 

 

5.2.2. NIST SP800-53 rev.3&4 
This specification publication concentrates on providing information security controls for 
federal government agencies to accomplish the requirements of FIPS 200 (The Federal 
Information Processing Standards) in accordance to FISMA. Its purpose is to provide 
security controls to information systems and risk management for the information in 
storage, process and transmission along with safeguarding the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information and systems. 

There are questions that must be addressed by organizational officials to protect the 
information systems. As such security control requirements to sufficiently lower the risk; 
implementation of security mechanism or future planning for them; assurance level 
confidence according to the implementation and plans in form of “effective information 
security program” are some questions in this publication.  

It defines “security control structure, organization, baseline and assurance”. More so it 
determines the risk management approach in organizations, information systems 
classification, choosing the right security control and then finally examining the security 
control as an ongoing monitoring process. 

The NIST SP800-53 also looks at virtualization as a tool for security. It recommends 
utilizing virtualization for enhancing the privilege level specification, configuration 
management by hiding information systems as a defense vector, support for diverse 
operating systems and using randomness for  implementation [36].It is clear that the NIST 
SP800-53 is also covering many issues concerning information, management and 
operational security requirements for virtualization. 

As [1] explains, log management is very important to maintain a secure environment. 
Thus NIST SP800-92 is advised as the best practices recommendation for effective log 
management. 

 

5.3. Center for Internet Security, Security Benchmarks  
CIS security benchmarks compliance is  advised by virtualization security experts as much 
as the PCI security standard. CIS defines its mission to help public and private 
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organizations to augment their cyber security readiness and response. CIS entail different 
divisions to provide, consensus-based industry “security benchmarks”, regional 
“information sharing and analysis” (MS-ISAC) improvement, “integrated intelligence” 
through accommodating trusted relationships between private sector and government, also 
expert guidance via a “Trusted Purchasing Alliance” (TPA). CIS resources are considered 
as industry-accepted safeguarding standards as specification for FISMA, HIPAA and PCI 
[37]. The CIS security benchmark resources comprise of “security configuration 
benchmarks”, “security metrics”, “CIS-CAT benchmark assessment tool” (SCAP-validated 
FDCC (The Federal Desktop Core Configuration) scanner), “case studies and 
whitepapers”, “webcasts and presentations”, ”RSS for CIS benchmark releases” and a 
forum for members information sharing, support and discussion for communication 
between members and CIS staff. Some tools are available for free but the rest are only 
available for members [38].  

Benchmarks are categorized in desktop software benchmarks, mobile device 
benchmarks, network device benchmarks, operating system benchmarks and server 
software benchmark.  

Depending on the security conformance requirement products are classified according 
to their vendor class and versions. For example on the server software there is 
virtualization benchmarks which are classified as VMware, Xen etc. However Hyper-V 
benchmarks can be found under the operating system benchmarks group, Microsoft 
Windows benchmarks and then Windows 2008 or Windows 2012. This classification 
provides residual best practices on each product, thus making CIS benchmarks quite 
product and version-specific. For this reason the latest available VMware ESX, CIS 
benchmark is version 4 whereas latest version available on vmware.com is 5.5 as of today 
(2013-11-18).  

The recommendations begin with service console or hypervisor preparation for 
installation, followed by installation, configuration, access control and logging guidelines. 
Next sections are dedicated to networking vSwitch, port groups and firewall along with 
storage and virtual machine settings and some additional considerations. 

Each recommendation has a scoring status which specifies whether or not the platform’s 
compliance “can (Scorable) or cannot (Not scorable) be determined via automated means” 
[39]. 

As an example benchmark, the latest revision of VMware vSphere (ESX 4) is chosen 
here in order to evaluate the given guidelines. The layouts of most CIS security 
benchmarks are similar in which for each recommendation element a description, 
rationale, remediation and audit is specified. 

As the name implies description, explains the module or component of virtualization 
that is going to be benchmarked. The rationale section motivates the security impact of the 
recommendation hence allowing the audience to decide considering or discarding the 
configuration based on their security requirement or components in use.  

Remediation provides details, configuration settings, code snippets and commands on 
how to enable missing services and/or disable unnecessary services also defines service 
dependencies. It also specifies procedures for system and security administrators on 
documenting sensitive data, files and operations. For example details such as configuration 
on ESX hypervisor, vCenter, SSH console connection, patch deployment are presented.  
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The audit section provides means for validating and verifying the configuration of 
previous activity. It demonstrates how the output should look like as recommended also 
provides verification commands and codes, review procedures as well as comparison 
methods. 

 

5.4. OVF, ISO/IEC 17203:2011 
The Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) developed the Open Virtualization 
Format specification standard. OVF determines a format for packaging and distribution of 
software on virtual machines which ensures the efficiency, security, portability, openness 
and extensibility [40].  

The important characteristics of this format include: optimization for “content 
verification and integrity checking based on PKI” and automated whole package 
verification during installation process. It is able to handle “single VM and interdependent 
multiple-VM configurations”. OVF can be used in different host, platform hypervisor and 
various virtual hard disks, independent from vendors with accurate VM property 
maintaining thus making it much portable. Supporting metadata encoding makes OVF very 
extensible according to the industry needs through “virtual appliance technology”. Multi 
locality within “single packaged appliance interactive” installation processes of OVF 
makes it available to several locale markets. It is an accepted open standard from an 
industry community “as a future standard for portable virtual machines” [41]. For example, 
VMware and Citrix Xen products are compatible with OVF standards. 

 

5.5. DISA STIG 
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) develops Security Technical 
Implementation Guides (STIGs) configuration standards for the US Department of 
Defense. The STIG purpose is to provide security guidelines for proper configuration and 
maintenance of information system and software. STIGs have a security checklist 
companion that step by step guides to comply with STIGs. DISA FSO (Field Security 
Operations) is working on supplying STIGs with “NIST Security Content Automation 
Protocol” (SCAP) so that the conformance reporting can be done automatically.  

There is a list of updated STIGs, and benchmarks for various products on STIGs 
website. For example the VMware ESXi 5 Server, vCenter and virtual machines, also 
Windows 2008 and 2012 STIGs are available that each in turn are connected to all 
guidance documents or benchmarks.  

Each product STIGs looks into each security configuration related to IAVMs 
(Information Assurance Vulnerability Assurance) in order to lower the risk of potential 
software vulnerabilities [42]. 

For instance ESXi 5 defines details of assessment considerations, security concepts 
terminology, and software patching guidelines and relevant recommendations. 
Nevertheless, despite of regular updates for STIGs, some virtualization platforms and 
components are not supported by the DISA STIGs.  
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5.6. COBIT 
Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) is a nonprofit global 
association that provides benchmarks, technical guidelines and services for IT governance, 
assurance and audit, and security of information systems [43]. The Control Objectives for 
Information and Related Technology (COBIT) 5 framework was published in 2012 which 
includes a virtualization knowledge center topic among all other 100 topics [44]. There is 
no direct COBIT standard or guideline for securing the virtualization except for some 
whitepapers to non-members which defines some threats to virtualization, cloud and virtual 
desktop infrastructure (VDI). Although general information security guidelines of COBIT 
can be used for securing the IT systems, but COBIT is lacking the virtualization 
recommendations. 
 

5.7. Results of Standards Evaluation 
To some degree the standards aiming at information systems and security that apply to 
traditional environments can still be used in virtualization. However, in order to utilize a 
better information security/risk assessment and management, standards must be adapted 
with virtualization technologies. 

Moreover, compliance with standards and regulation acts for governmental and federal 
agencies or financial institutions are very important. It is more difficult to achieve 
compliance when it comes to virtualization technologies since it has benefits as well as 
drawbacks. As such Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) section 404, GLBA (The Gramm–Leach–
Bliley Act), FISMA (The Federal Information Security Management Act), ISO 27000 
series (e.g. ISO 17799/27001), ITIL (The Information Technology Infrastructure Library) 
standards and HIPAA (The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) are 
influenced. The above mentioned standards are focused on financial information accuracy 
and privacy rules, risk based cybersecurity, Information Security Management System 
(ISMS) standards, IT services management, and security and privacy of health data. The 
essence of virtualization introduces the following elements to be considered in the 
information security controls: hypervisor, virtual networks, virtualization administration 
and transformation of servers to VM files. [45].   

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) have developed Network 
Functions Virtualization (NFV) to address issues of network and IT infrastructure. When 
equipment are discontinued, new appliances should be replaced that brings new 
complications. NFV solves network equipment and services problems by implementing 
network functions standards based on virtualization technologies [46]. 

Another observation was the service organizations that are providing IT infrastructure 
based on virtualization platforms and technologies. When it comes to outsourcing the IT 
infrastructure such as virtualized platforms on the cloud platforms, an audit statement such 
as SAS70 can provide trust to consumers. For example Amazon AWS meets the 
requirements for SAS70 audit of own control for service performance and security together 
with protecting customer data [47]. 

In addition to exploring standards and best practices, different virtualization vendors as 
well as third-party service providers were observed. The vendors approach in order to 
comply with different standard was investigated.  
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Vendors such as VMware and Microsoft have developed tools and security compliance 
frameworks that are able to inspect the environment against the industry or own (internal 
hardening guides) best practice and checklists and then generate an automatic report.  

VMware compliance checker for vSphere generates summary report of the current 
compliance status. VMware vCenter Configuration Manager checks the compliance for 
PCI, SOX, HIPAA et cetera for audit requirements based on automate compliance 
template. These tools are very useful for consumers of virtualization platforms to comply 
with the pertaining standards depending on area of activity. 

The Center of Policy and Compliance (CP&C) is a research division in VMware that 
develops implementable best practices for organization. Because new vulnerabilities 
emerging very fast and auditing regulations are changing too, it is hard for organizations to 
maintain the compliance. The CP&C helps to offload the security compliance 
responsibility by translating regulatory needs to toolkits to control and manage the risks 
[48]. 

Microsoft SCCM (Hyper-V) similarly provides the following tools for compliance and 
securing the virtualization platform:  
Security Compliance Manager (SCM), Assessment and Planning Toolkit (MAP), 
Deployment Toolkit (MDT), Infrastructure Planning and Design Guide series (IPD), 
Operations Framework (MOF), Compliance Solution Accelerators (GRC), Microsoft 
Intune and PowerShell DSC. 
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6. Discussion  
The threat trend analysis of different form can provide much clearer view of the common 
attacks. The threats are evolving rapidly and forensics must be adaptable with these 
changes. Therefore more advance threat analysis focused on virtual systems according to 
all databases with automation tools such as SCAP can improve predictions.   

I have also investigated some other tools such as Common Attack Pattern Enumeration 
and Classification (CAPEC), Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information 
(TAXII) to see whether they can help for a dynamic (auto updatable) vulnerability trend 
identification. They are mainly used in automation of software security assurance, though 
they can also be used to create automatic trend discovery. 

CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System) is an open framework standard 
developed by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) for associating specifications 
and influences of vulnerabilities. The CVSS scores provide the means to measure risk with 
more precision. CVSS can be used to rank the vulnerabilities to decide which one has a 
higher priority for remediation. NVD also supports CVSS scoring for the entire CVE 
database. The CVSS calculator is a tool that enables customized scoring based on different 
environment vectors known as “temporal scores” [29]. The calculator, if properly set, can 
be employed to discover the impact of different vulnerabilities and their severity in the 
virtual environment. The CVE collection that was gathered for this thesis also includes the 
CVSS scores of the vulnerabilities. Therefore this dataset can be further used to investigate 
the severity of virtualization vulnerabilities based on the CVSS scores, but this is outside 
of scope of this thesis. A custom-designed scoring calculation might be useful only for 
virtualization products similar to the analysis of vulnerability occurrence in this thesis.  

In order to make better investigation on the threat trends, other methods are needed to 
examine different aspects of virtualization. For example, there is no record or pattern in 
terms of human factor threats. Misconfigurations, maintenance mistakes, lack of 
provisioning the environment has no direct data similar to vulnerabilities in order to carry 
out analysis. Moreover, even if provisioning methods are monitoring the virtual premises, 
there is no guarantee that system administrators or auditor faults are contained. As another 
example, trend analysis based on most targeted vendors, products, technologies et cetera 
might also provide helpful information. 

An automatic query on the description of database entries might be used to extract the 
vulnerabilities associated to virtualization. In this way a dynamic search with a particular 
query string could look up for a particular exploit and map it accordingly to the threat 
taxonomy. 

The reason for using CWE ID numbers in this thesis is that they can be easily used 
when searching for certain type of vulnerability in the CVE xml database. CWE IDs can 
really help for the automatic search into the database instead of writing individual queries 
in the CVE database to identify various types of vulnerability. 

Penetration testing mechanisms should be developed to assess the security of virtual 
systems apart from relying only on known vulnerabilities.  

Logging the security incidents is important, but what makes logs useful is the analysis 
of logs. Hypervisor and management console, operating system and application logs, 
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administration logs require constant analysis that generates report of deviation from 
security baselines. 

Comprehensive surveys, questionnaires and interviews that enfold human-factor threats 
based on the threat taxonomy can also be addressed in the future. 

Security best practices have not been yet adapted to accomplish security controls for 
virtualization platforms. Also throughout the research not many European standards could 
be found for virtualization adoption based on the European security requirements. 
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7. Conclusions 
As it is clear in this thesis, virtualization is facing many threats beside its reputation for 
benefits and delivering isolation. Many attacks against the hypervisor, the heart of virtual 
systems can impact the functioning of the hypervisor. Architectural changes for security 
enhancement are necessary for the future development of the virtualization technologies. 
The hardware and software authenticity mechanisms can enhance the security if correctly 
designed and implemented. 

The threat taxonomy provides a classification of all virtualization security risks. The 
taxonomy provides information for different components of the virtualization. IT security 
community can utilize it for a better understanding of threat domain and severity of risks. 
Data visualization techniques such the colouring method is a good, fast and cognitive 
approach to identify trends and adapt the security hardening to where it is necessary. 

The threat trend analysis as expected provides a good visibility to the most common 
attacks. Most targeted products and vendors were identified during the analysis. Denial of 
service attacks in various forms, VM escape attacks and attacks against the virtualization 
management console are the most common security threats according to the vulnerability 
distribution analysis. This implicates that researchers and organizations must concentrate 
more on securing the virtualization systems for these types of attacks.  

Furthermore, some standards are looking at the virtualization as a black box whereas 
others delve into the configuration details of the products. The guidelines that provide 
residual information for each setting might seem tedious, but they provide useful best 
practices as well as visibility to security assurance. Toolkits and automated validators like 
“CIS benchmark assessment tool” and SCAP or services from the vendors such as 
VMware CP&C can offload the compliance complications. Guidelines such as CIS or 
DISA are only available to particular products, thus compliance with these standards might 
be limited only to these products.  

Small to medium sized businesses might want to comply with the PCI DSS guidelines 
as the main virtualization standard. However, depending on the type of activities of the 
organization (Healthcare, Financial, Federal agencies etc.), businesses might need to 
comply with several different guidelines. Therefore a combination of security checklists 
can assist operators of virtual systems to protect their environment from breaches. 
Organizations must realize the security requirements and regulate the compliance with 
standards and security benchmarks. To a large extent, conforming to best practices and 
standards can really improve the security; however is not the only solution to protect the 
virtual environments. 

In conclusion, the knowledge from the architecture, threat taxonomy and risk trends can 
provide a good picture to enhance the virtualization security. Moreover using outcomes of 
this thesis virtualization threats trend awareness can be increased. Based on observations 
throughout this thesis, it is clear that there is still a high demand for standardization and 
improvement of virtualization security. Furthermore, some ideas that can be used for future 
research and further studies of virtualization threat are provided in the discussion section. 
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